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At solar minimum, the solar wind1,2 is observed at high solar latitudes as a predominantly fast 
(> 500 km/s), highly Alfvenic, rarefied stream of plasma originating deep within coronal holes, 
while near the ecliptic plane it is interspersed with a more variable slow (< 500 kms) wind3.  
The precise origins of the slow wind streams are less certain4, with theories and observations 
supporting sources from the tips of helmet streamers5,6, interchange reconnection near 
coronal hole boundaries7,8, and origins within coronal holes with highly diverging magnetic 
fields9,10. The heating mechanism required to drive the solar wind is also an open question 
and candidate mechanisms include Alfven wave turbulence11,12, heating by reconnection in 
nanoflares13, ion cyclotron wave heating14 and acceleration by thermal gradients1.  At 1 au, 



the wind is mixed and evolved and much of the diagnostic structure of these sources and 
processes has been lost. Here we present new measurements from Parker Solar Probe15 at 36 
to 54 solar radii that show clear evidence of slow, Alfvenic solar wind emerging from a small 
equatorial coronal hole.  The measured magnetic field exhibits patches of large, intermittent 
reversals associated with jets of plasma and enhanced Poynting flux and interspersed in a 
smoother and less turbulent flow with near-radial magnetic field.  Furthermore, plasma wave 
measurements suggest electron and ion velocity-space micro-instabilities16,10 that have been 
identified with plasma heating and thermalization processes. Our measurements suggest an 
impulsive mechanism associated with solar wind energization and a heating role for micro-
instabilities and provide strong evidence for low latitude coronal holes as a significant 
contribution to the source of the slow solar wind. 
 
Magnetic Field Structure:  The first solar encounter (E1) of Parker Solar Probe occurred during 
solar minimum, the spacecraft orbit remained within 5° of the heliographic solar equator and 
unlike any previous spacecraft, was co-rotational with the Sun for two intervals surrounding 
perihelion.  Figure 1 summarizes the radial magnetic field (BR) structure observed by the 
FIELDS experiment17 for a six-week time interval centered on perihelion (November 6, 2018).  
Panel (a) shows 1 second cadence measurements of BR (see Methods) which show the overall 
1/r2 behavior expected from simple flux-conservation arguments18 as PSP’s heliocentric distance 
varied along its eccentric orbit. Upon this background, dramatic and unexpected rapid polarity 
reversals of order δBR/|B| ~ 1 are superposed.  One-hour statistical modes (most probable value – 
see Methods) of BR in Fig. 1b remove the transient polarity inversions and reveal the large-scale 
magnetic structure.  Time series predictions of BR generated from the simple, but widely used, 
Potential Field Source Surface (PFSS) model19,20,21 are shown for comparison in black and green. 
The implementation of this model and the procedure to connect it to the location of PSP and 
generate time series is discussed in the Methods section. 
 

PFSS is a zero-current force free model of the global solar corona, meaning it assumes magnetic 
pressure dominates over gas pressure (low plasma beta) to such an extent that the problem 
reduces to magnetostatics, giving a solution of a static field configuration which rigidly corotates 
with the sun. The role of gas dynamics is approximated by requiring the tangential field vanishes 
at a spherical “source surface” of some radius RSS, which simulates how the outflowing solar 
wind drags the field lines out into the heliosphere.  The magnetostatic approximation limits the 
accuracy and applicability of the model.  Nevertheless, PFSS is widely used as a computationally 
tractable first approximation and forms the basis for the more sophisticated models21,22.  We note 
that PSP E1 took place very close to solar minimum, with low solar activity low, reducing the 
impact of non-potential transient events and active regions.   

In Fig 1b, two model evaluations are shown with RSS = 2.0 Rs (green) and RSS = 1.2Rs (black 
respectively.  In both cases RSS is well below the canonical value23 but is necessary to provide 
good agreement for all model inputs (see Methods) and is not without precedent24,25. Model 
comparison reveals an overall very good agreement for both models, but also shows the polarity 
inversions at features A and C are washed out except with the lower source surface height (black 
line). Meanwhile the timing of feature G is better captured with the higher source surface height 
(green), illustrating the difficulty PFSS has with assuming a single source surface height and 



supports previous findings of a varying “true” source surface height25,26.  Finally, Fig 1. (c) and 
(d) depict field line mappings derived from the same PFSS models shown in panel (b) to connect 
the spacecraft down to the lower corona to establish context for the in situ measurements. The 
spacecraft trajectory is shown projected onto the source surface colored by its measured polarity.  
The background is a synoptic map of EUV emission in the 171Å wavelength for which dark 
regions imply lower density plasma and the likely location of open magnetic field lines. This 
background is shown in isolation in Extended Data Figure 4 along with its corresponding map 
for the 193Å wavelength for the readers reference.  The neutral lines derived from the PFSS 
models are shown as single contours in the same color as their time series in Fig. 1(b). Panel (c) 
shows how the neutral line topology explains the polarity inversions measured by PSP.  Panel (d) 
zooms in to the 2-week interval closest to perihelion (330° longitude).  During the entire 2-week 
co-rotation loop period, PSP remained connected to a small, negative polarity, isolated equatorial 
coronal hole, suggesting the rapid magnetic field polarity reversals seen in Fig. 1a are magnetic 
structures emerging from this coronal hole and sweeping past the PSP spacecraft.  Extended Data 
Figure 5 indicates the configuration schematically.  For most of this interval, SWEAP27 
measurements of the solar wind velocity indicated an Alfvenic slow wind stream (see Fig 2. 
below), suggesting a significant slow wind source rooted in equatorial coronal holes at the Sun.  
Polarity inversions B and E are associated with (transient) fluxrope and coronal mass ejection28 
events, respectively.   
 
Alfvenic Fluctuations and Plasma Jets:  Time series magnetic field and velocity structures 
show the correlations (Fig. 2c, 2d, and 2e) expected of propagating Alfvén waves29, especially 
during the quiet, radial field intervals.  The dBR polarity reversal intervals show enhanced radial 
wind velocity (Fig. 2e) and the Alfvénic correlations (dv to dB) within the polarity inversions 
and jets suggest that these structures may be interpreted as large amplitude, 3D Alfvénic 
structures convected away from the Sun.  As a simple measure, statistics of zero-crossings 
(polarity reversals – see Methods) show that ~6% of the temporal duration of E1 is comprised of 
jets, so defined.   Many jet intervals show signatures of compressibility (Fig. 2a), in this case 
anti-correlated plasma density ne and magnetic field magnitude |B| suggesting slow-mode or 
pressure-balanced behavior30.  While isolated Alfvénic features associated with magnetic field 
reversals have been identified at 60 RS31, near 1 au32 and in the polar heliosphere by Ulysses33, at 
those greater distances little or no compressive signatures were present. It has been suggested34 
that these magnetic structures could be signatures of impulsive reconnection events in the Sun’s 
atmosphere35; simulations36 show qualitative similarities to the E1 events but do not reproduce 
the observed magnetic field reversals past 90o.      

 
Alfvénic structures and waves have long been considered to be an important energy source for 
the wind11,12.  The radial Poynting flux SR = ExB/µ0 (see Methods) in the spacecraft frame (Fig. 
2b) is ~10% of the kinetic energy flux (blue curve) and shows enhancements during the jet 
intervals, suggesting that these plasma jets may impart energy to the emerging solar wind.  As 
seen in Fig. 1a and Fig. 2e, the plasma jets appear to be clustered and interspersed in an 
otherwise quiet solar wind flow with prominently radial magnetic field.   
Micro-instabilities and Turbulence:   The quiet radial flow intervals contain plasma waves 
consistent with expectations of micro-instabilities associated with ion14 and electron16 velocity-
space structure (Fig. 3).  The electric field spectrum from ~11 to ~1688 kHz, shows signatures of 
plasma quasi-thermal noise37 (Fig. 3a) at the electron plasma frequency fpe (used to estimate the 



total plasma density in Fig. 2a).  Intense bursts of narrowband, electrostatic Langmuir waves 
(Fig. 3a) occur throughout the perihelion encounter; narrowband Langmuir waves are driven by 
electron beams and damp rapidly, suggesting the presence of an intermittent, local population of 
electron beams.   
 
The electric field spectrum (Fig. 3b) from 0.3 to ~75 kHz shows intermittent bursts of 
electrostatic whistler wave activity, peaked in power below the electron gyrofrequency fce.  Also 
present are waves containing harmonic structure consistent with electron Bernstein wave 
emission.  Electrostatic whistler/Bernstein bursts16 are generated by features in the electron 
velocity distribution function fe(v) and are not observed in the solar wind at 1 au.  Here they 
occur only in the quiet radial field intervals.  A wavelet spectrogram (divided by PK~ f-5/3) of 
search coil magnetometer and fluxgate magnetometer data in Fig. 3c shows the spectral content 
of the magnetic field to ~146 Hz.  A spectral break between 1-10 Hz (in the spacecraft frame) is 
highly variable and associated with the transition from a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) 
turbulent cascade to dissipation and/or dispersion ranges at ion kinetic length scales38. Note that 
overall turbulent levels are lower and more intermittent in the quiet radial wind (Fig. 3c and Fig. 
4a).  The spectrum of magnetic helicity sm39 in Fig. 3d indicates intervals of large (1 > sm > 0.5 
in red, -0.5 < sm < -1 in blue) circular polarization often associated with ion cyclotron (IC) 
waves040.  These ion wave events are apparent during quiet, radial field intervals. 

 
The (trace) magnetic field spectra (see Methods), averaged over 30 minutes (upper panel Fig. 4), 
show broken power-law behavior, with spectral indices roughly comparable to the -5/3 and -8/3 
predictions for MHD and kinetic scale turbulence38, respectively. This suggests that by 36.6 Rs, 
the solar wind has already developed a turbulent cascade to transport energy from large scale 
motions to the micro-scales where it can be dissipated. In the radial quiet wind (blue), where the 
turbulence level is significantly lower, an enhancement of wave power near the ion cyclotron 
frequency is observed. In the active jet wind (black), a steep spectrum is seen at the plasma ion 
inertial and gyroscales, indicating a transition to kinetic range turbulence and possibly the 
dissipation of turbulent energy to heat the solar wind as it expands to fill the heliosphere. In both 
types of wind, the power levels are several orders of magnitude larger than at 1 au.  The 
magnetic compressibility41, defined as   shows an increase at high 
frequencies as expected for kinetic range turbulence (lower panel Fig. 4).  At low frequencies, 
the compressibility is larger in jet wind than in quiet wind, but remains small, Cbb <~ 0.1, 
indicating that jet fluctuations have an enhanced compressible component but are still 
predominantly Alfvenic41. In the quiet wind, the band of enhanced power near the cyclotron 
frequency has a reduced magnetic compressibility as expected for quasi-parallel ion cyclotron 
waves40.  PSP Encounter 1 reveals a more structured and dynamic solar wind than is seen at 1 au, 
with impulsive, magnetic-field reversals and plasma jets embedded in a quiet radial wind 
emerging from a small equatorial coronal hole.  As PSP goes to lower altitudes, eventually to 9.8 
RS, during the upcoming solar maximum, we expect to descend below the Alfvén surface and 
measure the interface between the corona and the solar wind for the first time. 
 
Data Availability  The data used in this study are available from November 12, 2019 at the NASA Space 
Physics Data Facility (SPDF).  
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Fig. 1.  Radial magnetic field measurements are highly structured, map back to the Sun, and 
are consistent with a low source surface.  a.  The measured radial magnetic field BR is comprised 
of the large-scale field, which scales as ~1/r2 (dotted lines) and rapid, large amplitude, dBR/|B|~1 
polarity reversals associated with jets of plasma (Fig 2b).   b.  One-hour statistical modes of BR (on 
a bi-symmetric log plot) show the large-scale radial field colored for polarity (red=outward, 
blue=inward).  Predicted radial field profiles from a PFSS model are over-plotted using a source 
surface height RSS = 1.2 RS (black curve, unscaled) and 2.0 RS (green curve, multiplied by a factor 
of 6.5).  RSS at 1.2 RS reproduces many of the measured polarity changes (labeled A, C, F, and G).  
The RSS = 2.0 RS model better predicts the timing of polarity inversion G (see Methods section).   
Co-rotation CR1 and CR2 (green) and the perihelion PH (red) at 35.7 RS are labeled.  c.  An EUV 
synoptic map of 171Å (Fe IX) emission shows structure associated with active regions and lower 
density plasma in coronal holes (darker regions).  The PSP trajectory at the source surface is 
superimposed, colored as above for measured field polarity. E1 begins at the orange diamond, 
moves westward (in decreasing longitude) across the map through perihelion at ~330°, and ends at 
the yellow diamond.  A line shows the location of the model polarity inversion line (PIL) at the 
source surface (RSS = 1.2 is black, RSS = 2.0 RS is green).  Red and blue colored squares indicate 
the polarity either side of the PIL models.  Red (BR > 0) and blue (BR < 0) lines map the magnetic 
field from RSS back to the photosphere for RSS = 2.0 RS; for RSS = 1.2 RS the model field lines are 
radial.  d.  The EUV map of the perihelion interval showing field lines mapping back to the Sun 
into a small, equatorial coronal hole, and the location of the adjacent PIL associated with the 
heliospheric current sheet, from the 2.0 RS model. 



 

 
 

Fig 2.  Magnetic field reversals and plasma jets carry Poynting flux.  a.  Time series 
measurements of magnetic field magnitude |B| (black) and total plasma density ne (blue) show anti-
correlation during jet events, consistent with MHD slow-mode behavior.  b.  Radial Poynting flux 
SR (black) and ion kinetic energy flux Fp (blue) showing large enhancements during jet/field 
reversal events.  c.  Tangential (T) component of the magnetic field (black) and plasma velocity 
(green) components showing Alfvenic fluctuations. d.  The N component of magnetic field (black) 
and plasma velocity (green).   e.  Radial magnetic field (black) and plasma velocity (green) 
showing an interval of quiet, radial field and flow adjacent to magnetic structure associated with 
jets of plasma.  Measurements are made on ~00:00-03:00 on November 5, 2018 at ~36.6 RS.  The 
Alfvén speed during the quiet interval is approximately vA ~ 100 km/s. 

 



 
 

Fig 3.  Plasma wave activity near perihelion differs in quiet wind and jets.  a.  Spectral density 
measurements of electric field fluctuations near the electron plasma frequency fpe show intense 
bursts of electrostatic Langmuir waves with intensities ~102-104 V2/Hz above the thermal 
background, suggesting the presence of electron beams.   b.  Electrostatic waves near the electron 
cyclotron frequency fce (white dashed line) and its harmonics are often present in intervals of 
ambient radial magnetic field, but not jet plasma  c  A wavelet spectrogram of the magnetic field 
shows bursts of turbulent fluctuations with a distinct spectral break between 1-10 Hz associated 
with transition to dissipation scales.  d. Magnetic helicity (from the wavelet spectrogram) shows 
narrowband fci < f < fci + VR/VA (the expected Doppler-shifted frequency - dashed lines) signatures 
associated with ion cyclotron waves, again in quiet radial solar wind.  e.  The normalized radial 
magnetic field BR/|B| shows distinct intervals of quiet wind with radial field, reduced turbulent 
levels, and enhanced occurrence of electrostatic whistler and ion cyclotron instability.  
Measurements are made on ~00:00-03:00 on November 5, 2018 at ~36.6 RS. 

  



 
 

Fig 4.  Power spectral density and magnetic compressibility of magnetic field fluctuations in 
quiet and jet wind.   Thirty-minute integrated power spectra of fluctuations in quiet (blue) and jet 
(black) solar wind conditions show the transition from MHD inertial range to dissipation and/or 
dispersion range turbulence, here compared to spacecraft-frame frequency f-5/3 and f-8/3 power laws 
(upper panel).  The quiet wind spectrum (blue) shows enhanced power at near the ion cyclotron 
frequency (fci) associated with enhanced magnetic helicity (Fig. 3e).  The ratio of magnitude (|B|) 
to Trace (B) spectra (lower panel) indicates enhanced magnetic compressibility during jet intervals 
(black) compared to quiet wind (blue) up to the dissipation scale (-8/3 slope).  The ion cyclotron 
band corresponds to lower compressibility, as expected. 

 
 
 
Methods 
Heliocentric RTN Coordinates:  We use so-called Heliocentric RTN coordinates in our study, 
which are defined as follows:  R points from the Sun center to the spacecraft.  T lies in the 
spacecraft plane (close to the ecliptic) and is defined as the cross product of the solar rotation 
axis with R and points in the direction of prograde rotation.   N completes a right-handed system. 
 
Statistical Modes: To examine the large-scale magnetic structure, (Fig. 1b) we seek to remove 
the rapidly varying spikes observed in Fig. 1a. To do this we produce statistical modes which are 
defined by binning the full cadence magnetic field observations into 1-hour intervals and for 
each interval, calculating the modal value - the peak of the histogram of field values within each 
interval. 
 



Identification of Jet Intervals:  In the main text we state that approximately 6% of the duration 
of E1 consists of jet intervals.  That number is computed by measuring the duration of positive 
polarity BR intervals (58973 seconds) occurring from October 30, 2018 to November 11, 2018 
(1036800 seconds total).  This interval was chosen to correspond to interval D, of primarily 
negative polarity, in Fig. 1b over the coronal hole, and without transient coronal mass ejection 
events.  The positive polarity jets were identified using a simple zero-crossing algorithm applied 
to 1 second cadence radial magnetic field data BR.  Of course, not all so-called ‘jets’ contain full 
polarity reversals.  Biasing this calculation with an amplitude offset will produce a larger fraction 
of jet times; this is an ongoing study.   
 
PSP/FIELDS Measurement Details:  Measurements presented in the main text were made by 
the FIELDS17 and SWEAP27 instruments on the PSP spacecraft.  Magnetic field measurements in 
Fig. 1a are made by the FIELDS fluxgate magnetometer and are averaged to 1 second cadence, 
from their native cadence which varies from ~2.3 to 293 samples per second over E1.  The BR 
data shown in Fig. 1b is derived from the 1 second data by then computing the distribution of 
amplitudes in one-hour intervals, with amplitude resolution of 1 nT, and finding the peak value 
of that distribution:  the statistical mode.  This technique removes the fluctuating ‘jet’ intervals, 
without introducing the amplitude bias of an averaging algorithm.   
The magnetic field measurements in Fig. 2 start at 1 second cadence, averaged down from their 
native cadence as described above.  All magnetic field measurements here are calibrated accurate 
to better than 0.5 nT.  SWEAP velocity measurements are made by the Solar Probe Cup (SPC) 
sensor at a cadence of ~1 measurement per 0.87 sec and then averaged to 5 second intervals.  
The 1 second cadence magnetic field data is then averaged onto these 5 second time intervals.  
This reduces fluctuation noise in the SPC data and provides velocity and magnetic field 
measurements at the same cadence.  The plasma density measurements in Fig. 1a are made using 
the FIELDS Low Frequency Receiver (LFR)42, which measures the fluctuating electric field 
across the V1-V2 antenna pair17 and computes spectral density (also shown in Fig. 3a).  The 
spectral peak is identified and associated with the electron plasma frequency fpe, as described in 
Meyer-Vernet et al.25, hence the frequency of the peak amplitude gives a reliable estimate of the 
total plasma density.  The spectral resolution of the LFR instrument is Df/f ≈ 4%.  The plasma 
frequency fpe is proportional to √ne, where ne is electron (total) density; therefore the resulting 
uncertainty in the density measurement is Dn/n ≈ 2 Df/f ≈ 8%.  Electric field measurements used 
to compute the radial Poynting flux in Fig. 2b are measured directly as differential voltage pairs43 
between V1-V2 and V3-V4 antennas17 and then calibrated to electric field units by comparison 
to –v x B computed from the SPC velocity and fluxgate magnetometer data.  This allows us to 
remove spacecraft offset electric fields and compute an effective probe separation length, a 
standard technique used to calibrate electric field instrumentation44.  The electric field 
measurement is accurate to approximately 1 mV/m. 
Measurements in Fig. 3a show the full spectrum of the RFS/LFR42 receiver, in spectrogram 
form, measured on the V1-V2 antenna pair. Wave intensity in Fig. 3a ranges from ~6 10-17 to 1.4 
10-10 V2/Hz and is represented logarithmically.  The spectral bandwidth of the LFR receiver is 
Df/f = 4.5% and the cadence of the measurement is 1 spectrum each ~7 seconds.  Fig. 3b shows 
the electric field spectrogram of differential voltage measurements on the V1-V2 antenna pair 
from the Digital Fields Board (DFB) subsystem43, with intensity in arbitrary log amplitude units.  
DFB ‘AC’ spectral resolution is Df/f ~6-12% and the measurement cadence is 1 spectrum per 5.5 
seconds.  Fig. 3c shows the magnetic field spectrogram of search coil magnetometer 



measurements on the from the Digital Fields Board (DFB) subsystem43, with intensity in 
arbitrary log amplitude units.  DFB ‘DC’ spectral resolution is Df/f ~6-12% and the measurement 
cadence is 1 spectrum per 28 seconds.  The wavelet spectrogram in Fig. 3d and magnetic helicity 
spectrum in Fig. 3e were computed using the ‘wav_data’ IDL routine in SPEDAS42 suite of IDL 
analysis routines.  Wave intensity in Fig. 3d is represented in log power in arbitrary units and is 
divided by a factor PK ~ f-5/3 (flattened), so that a power spectrum with spectral index -5/3 would 
have no frequency dependence. 
 
PFSS modeling and connection to Parker Solar Probe: Modeling the magnetic field time 
series (Fig 1. Panel (b)) and tracing field lines from Parker Solar Probe down into the corona (Fig 
1. panels (c,d)) was performed with 2 main steps : 
 
(1) PFSS Implementation : PFSS19,20,9 modeling used the recent open source python 
implementation pfsspy46,47. This code package is freely available online, extremely flexible with 
regard to changing the input parameters, and efficient (a full PFSS solution can be extracted in 
~14 seconds including downloading the magnetogram on demand). Given a magnetogram and 
source surface height (RSS) as boundary conditions, the code solves the Laplace equation 
(Equation 1) for the magnetic scalar potential and outputs a full 3D magnetic field within the 
annular volume bounded by the photosphere and the source surface parameter. The choice of 
magnetogram data and values of source surface height depicted in figure 1 and discussed further 
below. 
 

∇"	Φ%(𝑟) = 0      (Equation 1) 
 

(2) Ballistic Propagation : The procedure to magnetically connect PSP to a particular location at 
the outer boundary of the PFSS solution domain follows Nolte & Roelof48,49, 50, where the field 
line intersecting the position of PSP is assumed to follow a Parker spiral1 with a curvature 
determined by the co-temporal solar wind velocity measurement at that position. As discussed by 
Nolte & Roelof48, while at lower radii this approximation is strongly perturbed by both 
corotational effects and the acceleration of the solar wind, these effects actually shift the coronal 
longitude by a similar magnitude but in opposite directions resulting in an estimated error in 
longitude less than 10 degrees. This produces a very simple mapping (Equation 2) from 
spacecraft spherical Carrington coordinates (rPSP, θPSP, φPSP) down to coordinates on the source 
surface (r, θ, φ) which involves ΩS, the solar sidereal rotation rate and vR, the measured solar 
wind speed: 
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To generate time series predictions, we first download a magnetogram, choose a source surface 
height and generate a PFSS solution with (1). We then take PSP’s trajectory and use (2) to 
produce a time series of latitudes and longitudes on the source surface to which PSP was 
connected to (see red and blue trajectory in Figure 1 (c,d) and Extended Data Figures 1-3). For 
each latitude and longitude we obtain a BR value at the source surface from the PFSS model. 



Finally, we scale each BR value by C (RSS/rPSP)2 to produce an estimate of BR at PSP’s location 
as a function of time.  C is an empirically determined constant used to scale the time series 
prediction to match the peak measured magnetic field. Its value is dependent on the choice of 
magnetogram but also approaches unity as the source surface height decreases and more flux is 
opened to the heliosphere. For the model results shown in Figure 1, the values of C are 6.7 (2.0 
Rs model) and 1.4 (1.2 Rs model).  To produce field line traces and generate Fig 1. (c,d), we start 
with the time series of latitudes and longitudes on the source surface connected to PSP.  For each 
pair of coordinates, we use pfsspy’s built-in field line tracer.  Given the output of the pfsspy 
model, we supply the source surface latitudes and longitudes and the field line tracer generates a 
field line which starts from that point and propagates it down to the photosphere. The model also 
provides a polarity for each field line generated which we use to colorize the field lines which we 
plot in Fig 1. (c,d). 
 
Choice of Magnetogram Data and Source Surface Height for Figure 1:  Synoptic maps of 
the photospheric magnetic field are available from multiple sources which can cause variation in 
PFSS model output. In this work we consider the NSO/GONG zero-point corrected data 
product51, SDO/HMI vector magnetogram data product52, and the DeRosa (LMSAL) modeled 
magnetogram53. GONG has the advantage of being operationally certified for space weather 
predictions, SDO/HMI is space-based and offers better resolution, while the DeRosa model 
assimilates HMI data, uses a surface flux transport and far-side helioseismological data to far 
side simulate photospheric dynamics such as differential rotation. Additional variation arises 
from time evolution of the photospheric observations. Synoptic magnetograms are built by many 
observations of the Sun from Earth as it rotates with a ~27 day period. Typically, only ± 60 
degrees longitude about the central meridian (sub-Earth point) are used for each observation 
(grey regions in Extended Data Fig 1-3). While these maps can be updated with new data as 
frequently as observations are made, portions of the Sun facing away from Earth cannot be 
updated until they rotate into view, meaning all synoptic maps consist of a mix of old and new 
data and evolve in time. Finally, the model output depends significantly on the choice of the 
source surface height parameter (RSS). The inferred structure at the source surface changes as 
the source surface is lowered: Implied structure such as the polarity inversion line (PIL) - 
contour of BR = 0 - becomes more structured and warped. The footpoints of open field lines at 
the photosphere encompass larger areas, increasing the predicted size of coronal holes and the 
total amount (both positive and negative) of magnetic flux crossing the source surface increases. 
Our approach to make robust conclusions is to generate model results for multiple times from all 
three magnetogram sources for varying source surface heights. Color maps of Br at the source 
surface and the associated PILs are shown in Extended Data Figures 1-3. The majority of models 
at 2.0 Rs and below predict polarity inversions in the vicinity of 240° and 310° longitude at all 
source surface heights, with additional polarity inversions around 10° and 140° longitude 
developing at lower source surface height. These features are all consistent with PSP 
measurements and we highlight that they are largely independent of time of observation and 
choice of magnetogram source. While the canonical23 2.5 Rs value still gives good results from a 
GONG evaluation, both HMI and the DeRosa models produce strong disagreement around the 
time of perihelion. In Figure 1 (b-d) we show results from the Gong zero-point corrected map 
evaluated on 11/06/2018 about which our time range of analysis is symmetric. This evaluation 
shows all the above features and produce good time series agreements. We show source surface 
heights of 2.0 Rs and 1.2 Rs. These lower source surface heights do have modern precedent: The 



2.0 Rs is consistent with PFSS modeling done for the same interval by Riley et al.25, where they 
chose this height to better match the observed extent of coronal holes.  Lee et al24 also 
investigated the impact of lowering the source surface height on model results, observing at solar 
minimum a lower (<2.0 Rs) source surface height was required to populate equatorial coronal 
holes with open field lines and improve estimates of magnetic field strength at 1 AU.  
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Extended Data Figure 1: Variation of PFSS Neutral Line topology with time and 
magnetogram choice at 2.5 Rs Source Surface Radius.  Colormaps of Br at the source surface 
of PFSS extractions with Source Surface radius RSS = 2.5 RS. Red indicates positive polarity, 
while blue indicates negative. The black line shows the polarity inversion line (contour of BR = 
0).  Superposed is the ballistically projected PSP trajectory colored by the measured polarity. 
Perihelion occurred around 330 longitude. Left to right, the columns show extractions from 
NSO/GONG, SDO/HMI and the DeRosa LMSAL Model. From top to bottom, the models are 
evaluated at a weekly cadence spanning 6 weeks about perihelion, with input magnetograms 
from each source taken as close in time as possible.  The grey shading shows +/-60 degrees about 
the central meridian on date of model evaluation indicating the portion of the Sun that could be 
observed at the time of observation. 



 
 

 
Extended Data Figure 2:  Variation of PFSS Neutral Line topology with time and 
magnetogram choice at 2.0 Rs Source Surface Radius.   Colormaps of Br at the source surface 
of PFSS extractions with Source Surface radius RSS = 2.0 RS. Red indicates positive polarity, 
while blue indicates negative. The black line shows the polarity inversion line (contour of BR = 
0). Superposed is the ballistically projected PSP trajectory colored by the measured polarity. 
Perihelion occurred around 330° longitude. Left to right, the columns show extractions from 
NSO/ GONG, SDO/HMI and the DeRosa LMSAL Model. From top to bottom, the models are 
evaluated at a weekly cadence spanning 6 weeks about perihelion, with input magnetograms 
from each source taken as close in time as possible.  The grey shading shows +/-60 degrees about 
the central meridian on date of model evaluation indicating the portion of the Sun that could be 
observed at the time of observation. 
 



 
 
Extended Data Figure 3:  Variation of PFSS Neutral Line topology with time and 
magnetogram choice at 1.2 Rs Source Surface Radius.   Colormaps of Br at the source surface 
of PFSS extractions with Source Surface radius RSS = 1.2 RS. Red indicates positive polarity, 
while blue indicates negative. The black line shows the polarity inversion line (contour of BR = 
0). Superposed is the ballistically projected PSP trajectory colored by the measured polarity. 
Perihelion occurred around 330° longitude. Left to right, the columns show extractions from 
NSO/ GONG, SDO/HMI and the DeRosa LMSAL Model. From top to bottom, the models are 
evaluated at a weekly cadence spanning 6 weeks about perihelion, with input magnetograms 
from each source taken as close in time as possible.  The grey shading shows +/-60 degrees about 
the central meridian on date of model evaluation indicating the portion of the Sun that could be 
observed at the time of observation. 
 
 



 
 
Extended Data Figure 4. Synoptic maps of Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) coronal emission 
from Carrington Rotation 2210 assembled from the STEREO A/EUVI and SDO/AIA 
instruments. Top: 171 Å   data showing coronal Iron-9 emission from ~600 000 K. This is the 
background the Figure 1. Panels (c), (d).  Bottom: 193Å (AIA)/ 195Å (EUVI) data showing 
emission from coronal Iron-12 emission at 1000000 K. Brightness is positively correlated the 
integrated plasma density squared along the line of sight. Dark regions in both images are likely 
locations of coronal holes which are threaded by open magnetic field lines which allow plasma 
to evacuate into interplanetary space and hence result in under-dense regions.  
  



 
 

 
 

Extended Data Figure 5.  During encounter 1, Parker Solar Probe (PSP) connects 
magnetically to a small, negative polarity equatorial coronal hole. This schematic shows a 
potential field extrapolation of the solar magnetic field at the time of the first perihelion pass of 
PSP. The solar surface is shown colored by AIA 211Å extreme ultraviolet emission (see 
Extended data figure 4 for other EUV wavelengths). Coronal holes appear as a lighter shade. 
Superposed are various field lines initialized at the solar disk. Black lines indicate closed loops, 
blue and red illustrate open field lines with negative and positive polarities respectively. As 
depicted here, and in Figure 1(c), (d), at perihelion PSP connected to a negative equatorial 
coronal hole. The "switchbacks" (jets) observed by PSP (Figure 1(a)) are illustrated as kinks in 
the open field lines emerging from this coronal hole and connecting to PSP.  (Note the neither 
the radial distance to the spacecraft nor the scale/amplitude of the jets/switchbacks are to scale.)  
Spacecraft image is courtesy of NASA/Johns Hopkins APL. 
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